A thorough analysis of clinical trial data in the Ionis integrated safety database (ISDB) was performed to determine if there is a class effect on platelet numbers and function in subjects treated with 2¢-O-methoxyethyl (2¢MOE)-modified antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs). The Ionis ISDB includes over 2,600 human subjects treated with 16 different 2¢MOE ASOs in placebo-controlled and open-label clinical trials over a range of doses up to 624 mg/week and treatment durations as long as 4.6 years. This analysis showed that there is no class generic effect on platelet numbers and no incidence of confirmed platelet levels below 50 K/mL in subjects treated with 2¢MOE ASOs. Only 7 of 2,638 (0.3%) subjects treated with a 2¢MOE ASO experienced a confirmed postbaseline (BSLN) platelet count between 100 and 50 K/mL. Three of sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs had >10% incidence of platelet decreases >30% from BSLN, suggesting that certain sequences may associate with clinically insignificant platelet declines. Further to these results, we found no evidence that 2¢MOE ASOs alter platelet function, as measured by the lack of clinically relevant bleeding in the presence or absence of other drugs that alter platelet function and/or number and by the results from trials conducted with the factor XI (FXI) ASO.
Introduction
R ecently, we reported that severe thrombocytopenic events occurred in two placebo-controlled phase 3 studies with two different 2¢-O-methoxyethyl (2¢MOE)-modified antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs), IONIS-TTR Rx and volanesorsen. Although, moderate thrombocytopenia has been reported for a 2¢MOE ASO in patients with multiple sclerosis [1] , we had not experienced any severe thrombocytopenic event in any clinical trial before these recent events. Given these observations, we have performed a detailed examination of the effects of this chemical class of ASOs on platelets. In this article, we report the analysis of our broad clinical experience with 2¢MOE ASOs to determine if there is a chemical class effect on platelet numbers and function using our integrated 2¢MOE safety database (ISDB), [2] .
The Ionis ISDB includes clinical data for sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs from this second-generation chemical class (Table 1 ). All 2¢MOE ASO drugs within this class have similar chemical and physical characteristics-including the number of nucleobases, sugar-phosphorothioate backbone, molecular weight, charge, and solubility. These shared characteristics result in similar pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic profiles and provide the opportunity to identify and characterize potential class effects. The availability of placebocontrolled data from 42 phase 1-3 trials supported critical examination of this class of 16 distinct 2¢MOE ASO sequences at various doses and in a variety of target populations (Table 2) . Furthermore, data collected in the open-label extension trials allowed an assessment for any effects that may stem from long-term exposure.
The ISDB currently contains laboratory test results for over 2,600 human subjects dosed systemically with a 2¢MOE ASO [86% subcutaneously (SC); 8% intravenous infusion (IV); and 6% SC and IV]. In this population, *1,000 subjects have been treated for 3 months or longer with drug exposure up to 4.6 years, resulting in a total exposure of *800 subjectyears. As an entirely new chemical and pharmacological class of therapeutics, 2¢MOE ASOs have undergone thorough preclinical and clinical evaluations. The construction of the first safety database that integrates all observations from nonhuman primates (NHPs) and all clinical studies is an invaluable tool that is available at Ionis Pharmaceuticals. Our plan is to publish multiple articles describing the results of analyses from the ISDB in peer-reviewed journals, so the data will be broadly available. In fact, the first of this series of articles is published [2] . In that publication, we have compiled the safety and tolerability data of 2¢MOE ASOs in NHPs and in normal human volunteers. The published phase 1 data set [2] contained data from 12 unique 2¢MOE ASOs with a total of 733 healthy volunteer systemic exposures (549 active, 184 placebo) for durations up to 6 weeks (8 doses). No remarkable reductions in platelet counts were observed over the course of multidose treatment in this phase 1 data set. The only incident of confirmed platelet counts below 75 K/mL occurred in a placebo-treated subject.
Materials and Methods
Data collected from 52 completed, randomized, placebocontrolled, and open-label trials were analyzed. (Supplementary   Tables S1 and S2 ; Supplementary Data are available online at www.liebertpub.com/nat). Phase 1 trials based on a crossover design, for example, drug-drug interaction investigations, were analyzed separately (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 ). All data were from completed trials or unblinded and completed interim lock data. Data collected from oncology trials were excluded from the analyses since the large majority of cancer patients were treated with a 2¢MOE ASO in combination with cytotoxic agents and no trials were placebo controlled [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . An independent assessment of longer-term 2¢MOE ASO treatment on platelet counts and bleeding events was also performed, but was limited to data available from the phase 3 and open-label extension trials on mipomersen (ISIS 301012). To enable comparisons with prior publications, we have utilized the ISIS numbers for these 2¢MOE ASOs as all were designed and tested before we changed our name to Ionis Pharmaceuticals. Data were analyzed by the incidence of platelet events and by descriptive summary statistics of platelet results. Analyses on the incidence of platelet events were based on confirmed test results. A confirmed event was defined as a consecutive (next) abnormal laboratory value after the initial observation. If there was no consecutive test to confirm, then the initial observation was presumed confirmed. In phase 1 trials, platelet counts were evaluated weekly. In phase 2 and phase 3 trials, platelet counts were assessed on average every 2 and 4 weeks, respectively. As a result, the observations reported on a per-subject basis are much more frequent than if based on the number of platelet count assessments. Effects on platelet function were addressed by summation of bleeding events using standardized MedDRA queries.
Statistical analysis
Evaluated subjects were those who received at least one dose of study drug and had at least one postbaseline (BSLN) platelet count and were included in the analyses. Any Tables S5-S7 and Supplementary Figs. S1, S2). Cohorts from RCTs were included in the metaanalysis, provided the protocol-specified study drug was (1) administered SC; (2) administered more than once, that is, no single-dose cohorts; and (3) in a single-dose category assignment (mg/week) for all subjects in the cohort as randomized. The meta-analysis was limited to platelet values collected during the treatment period, defined as the period from first dose to last dose plus 10 days.
The following endpoints were evaluated in the metaanalyses: percent change from BSLN using the last nonmissing platelet value in the treatment period and confirmed decrease >30% from BSLN. Two types of comparisons were performed for each endpoint. The first comparison investigated the relationship between the separate 2¢MOE ASO dose levels (>0-75, >75-175, >175-275, >275-375, >375-475 mg/week) and placebo. The second type of comparison investigated adjacent 2¢MOE ASO dose levels (eg, >0-75 mg/week vs. placebo, >75-175 mg/week vs. >0-75 mg/ week).
To preserve the integrity of randomization, stratified statistical methods were used to analyze the data. For the four categorical endpoints, the difference in response rate between a 2¢MOE ASO dose level and placebo or the adjacent 2¢MOE ASO dose level was estimated using the stratified MantelHaenszel method for a common risk difference, with trial as the stratification factor. For the continuous endpoint, the difference in the average percent change between a 2¢MOE ASO dose level and placebo or the adjacent 2¢MOE ASO dose level was estimated using an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model, with dose level, trial, and BSLN platelet level as independent variables in the model. Tabulated  summaries of each meta-analysis are provided as Supplementary Tables S8 and S9 .
Results

Low incidence of clinically relevant decreases in platelets
Evaluation of the integrated data from phase 1, 2, and 3 clinical trials and open-label extension trials showed only six subjects with a confirmed post-BSLN platelet count <100-75 K/mL (6/2,249 or 0.3%) and only one (0.04%) subject with a confirmed count <75-50 K/mL. There were no ASO-treated subjects with a confirmed platelet count below 50 K/mL (''A'' in Table 3 ). All seven ASO-treated subjects who experienced platelet counts <100 K/mL were from the higher 2¢MOE ASO dose categories (>175 mg/week). Two of these subjects were from an open-label extension trial with total 2¢MOE ASO exposures of 1.0 and 4.4 years; three subjects were from shorter-term phase 2 trials and completed treatment with total 2¢MOE ASO exposures from 6 to 26 weeks; and two subjects, one dosed at 210 mg/week in a phase 3 trial and the other dosed at 400 mg/week in a phase 2 trial, discontinued dosing after 37 and 9 weeks, respectively.
Milder platelet reductions resulting in on-treatment platelet levels between the lower limit of normal (LLN) and 100 K/mL occurred more frequently in both placebo (1.7%) and 2¢MOE ASO-treated (4.8%) subjects (''A'' in Table 3 ). The incidence of platelet reductions was influenced by dose level, with an increase in incidence from 0.6% in the lowest (>0-75 mg/week) to 7.5% in the highest (>475 mg/week) dose group. However, as the number of subjects (n = 40) in 
Table presenting lowest platelet level achieved versus 2¢MOE ASO dose administered. In panel (A), all subjects had BSLN platelet levels within the normal range (LLN-ULN), while Panel (B) includes an additional 142 subjects whose BSLN levels were outside the range of normal.
a Data collected on and after protocol-specified procedures, for example, total knee arthroplasty and endotoxin bolus; from nonplacebo comparator groups, and trials based on a crossover design, for example, drug-drug interaction trials were excluded.
b Confirmed was defined as a consecutive (next) abnormal laboratory value after the initial observation. If there was no consecutive test to confirm, then the initial observation was presumed confirmed.
c Number of subjects from 52 trials with normal baseline platelet counts and with postbaseline values. Lowest confirmed category was reported for each subject.
BSLN, baseline; LLN, lower limit of normal; ULN, upper limit of normal.
the >475 mg/week dose group was limited, the incidence in the high-dose group is yet to be defined. The percentage of subjects who experienced decreases in platelet counts >30% from BSLN was 1.7% in placebo and averaged 8.7% in ASO-treated subjects (''B'' in Table 3 ), and again, increased with increasing 2¢MOE ASO dose. Among the 47 2¢MOE ASO-treated subjects with BSLN counts lower than the LLN, only 3 reached a value <75-50 K/mL. Thus, while platelet decreases were influenced by dose level, the incidence of clinically relevant platelet decreases was very low in 2¢MOE ASO-treated subjects.
No increase in clinically relevant platelet decreases with longer-term mipomersen treatment
Assessment of the effect of longer-term 2¢MOE ASO treatment on platelet levels was limited to data available from phase 3 and open-label extension trials for one drug in this class, mipomersen (ISIS 301012). This dataset is derived from four 6-month RCTs, one 1-year RCT, and two open-label extension studies. Approximately 80% of the subjects in these trials were diagnosed with familial hypercholesterolemia.
The incidence of mild platelet reductions in mipomersentreated subjects was similar in the 6-month and 1-year placebo-controlled trials (Table 4) . Of note, only one subject (0.5%) had confirmed platelet counts less than 100 K/mL in the 1-year trial. Based on the analysis of the entire phase 1 to phase 3 dataset (Table 3) , there was not a single incident of a confirmed platelet drop below 50 K/mL in subjects treated with mipomersen for as long as 4.6 years. Thus, there was no increased incidence of clinically relevant platelet decreases in longer-term, placebo-controlled phase 3 trials. Assessment of all RCTs found that the confirmed platelet counts below 100 K/mL did not occur until after at least a month of dosing.
To determine if more frequent dosing might result in a higher incidence of platelet declines, we compared platelet counts in subjects treated with either mipomersen 200 mg weekly or 70 mg three times weekly (210 mg/week) in the 1-year trial. The incidence of the post-BSLN platelet reductions in the LLN-100 K/mL bracket was about the same between the two dose regimens.
Three 2¢MOE ASOs responsible for increase in mild platelet declines
The incidence of 30% reduction in platelet levels from BSLN appears to be influenced by the 2¢MOE ASO sequence. Only three of sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs (19%) displayed a >10% overall incidence of platelet decreases in ASO-treated subjects, suggesting that the effect of treatment on platelet levels is affected by sequence (Table 5) . None of the sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs, however, had a higher incidence than placebo in the lower dose range (<175 mg/week), another indication that the effect on platelets is influenced by dose level. Closer inspection of phase 2 data for each of the three 2¢MOE ASOs showed that these decreases in platelet levels were time and dose dependent. As an example, the effects of several dose levels of ISIS 104838 (TNFa) are shown in Fig. 1 . 
a Confirmed was defined as a consecutive (next) abnormal laboratory value after the initial observation. If there was no consecutive test to confirm, then the initial observation was presumed confirmed.
b Number of subjects with normal BSLN platelet counts and with post-BSLN values. Lowest confirmed category was reported for each subject.
MIPO, mipomersen; RCT, randomized placebo-controlled trial. a Data collected on and after protocol-specified procedures, for example, total knee arthroplasty and endotoxin bolus; and studies based on a crossover design, for example, drug-drug interaction studies are excluded.
c Number of subjects from 52 trials with a platelet value at BSLN and at least one post-BSLN value.
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2¢MOE ASO treatment does not affect platelet function
To determine if 2¢MOE ASO treatment has an effect on platelet function, an assessment of platelet levels and bleeding events was performed in the context of (1) concomitant medications utilized to mitigate and reduce the risk of thrombosis and (2) clinical settings where there is a high risk for bleeding. The incidence of bleeding events was utilized as a measure of platelet function.
The placebo-controlled, 6-month phase 3 dataset was utilized to assess the incidence of confirmed platelet reductions and bleeding events in subjects who reported antithrombotic and/or antiplatelet concomitant medications compared with those who did not report these specific concomitant medications. Reported antithrombotic and antiplatelet concomitant medications included platelet aggregation inhibitors, aspirin, heparin products, and warfarin. See supplementary Data for a tabulated summary of these medications (Supplementary Table S10 ). This assessment found a higher incidence of confirmed platelet reductions within the range of LLN to 100 K/mL for those subjects reporting concomitant dosing with antithrombotic agents with normal BSLN levels (''A'' in Table 6 ), but a comparable incidence of confirmed platelet reduction of 30% or more from BSLN (<0.7 · BSLN) in the presence or absence of antithrombotic agents (''B'' in Table 6 ). Importantly, there was once again no platelet count below 50 K/ mL and only one (0.4%) less than 75 K/mL.
The incidence of bleeding events related to study drug was 1.6% in placebo-treated subjects and 1.1% in mipomersentreated subjects during the 6-month treatment period (Table 7  and Supplementary Table S11 ). All events were mild in severity and occurred predominantly in subjects who reported usage of antithrombotic or antiplatelet concomitant medications.
In addition to assessment of bleeding events, we also performed an analysis on two coagulation parameters, activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) and prothrombin time (PT), to provide a more thorough evaluation of the effects of 2¢MOE ASO treatment on bleeding. In this analysis, we assessed data collected from subjects in RCTs for the incidence of prolongation in APTT or PT while on treatment.
Results from this analysis showed no dose-dependent effect of ASO treatment on the incidence of abnormalities in these coagulation tests compared with placebo (Supplementary  Table S12 ). Since this analysis determined the effects of treatment on these coagulation parameters during the drug plasma elimination phase (vs. distribution phase), it represents the cumulative effects of multiple doses and is consistent with the well-characterized, transient concentration-dependent effect observed at peak plasma concentrations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
Discussion
In contrast to the recent observations in the volanesorsen familial chylomicronemia syndrome (FCS) trial and the IONIS-TTR Rx trial, in completed placebo-controlled and open-label trials, 2¢MOE ASOs did not produce clinically relevant platelet decreases. Among 2,368 subjects treated with 2¢MOE ASOs (*800-person years of experience in trials included in the ISDB), there were no subjects who had a confirmed platelet count below 50 K/mL and only 7 (0.3%) who experienced a platelet count between 100 and 50 K/mL. Further to these results, there was no evidence in the ISDB that 2¢MOE ASOs alter platelet function, as measured by the lack of clinically relevant bleeding in the presence or absence of other drugs that alter platelet function and/or number.
Of particular value, in understanding the effect of 2¢MOE ASO treatment on platelet function, was the phase 2, openlabel, randomized parallel-group trial in subjects undergoing total knee arthroplasty and fully anticoagulated with ISIS 416858 (IONIS-FXI Rx ) before and during surgery [17] . In this trial, reduction in factor XI (FXI) activity by IONIS-FXI Rx at 300 mg SC weekly reduced the rate of venous thromboembolism by sevenfold compared with the standard of care enoxaparin treatment, following total knee replacement surgery. Factor XI activity levels were reduced to a mean absolute level of 0.2 U/mL in the 300 mg/week IONIS-FXI Rx -treated group compared with 0.93 U/mL in the enoxaparin comparator group. Although subjects were fully anticoagulated at the time of surgery with IONIS-FXI Rx , clinically relevant bleeding was lower in IONIS-FXI Rx -treated subjects compared with enoxaparin (3% vs. 8%), although not statistically significant. Comparable results were observed in animal model studies following similar high-risk bleeding procedures [18] [19] [20] . These results indicate that there were no effects of 2¢MOE ASO treatment on platelet function even under conditions of surgical stress and reduced procoagulant activity.
A decrease in platelet count >30% below BSLN levels occurred in up to 14% of subjects, which was influenced by dose and appeared to display some influence of sequence as it was observed primarily with three of the sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs evaluated. These declines were not associated with any clinical consequences, nor appeared to change significantly with prolonged treatment or in the presence of anticoagulant use.
One 2¢MOE ASO, ATL1102 targeting VLA4, has been reported to result in a greater incidence of mild platelet declines in a phase 2a study that involved subjects with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis [1] . Because we do not have access to the primary data, data from this study are not included in our database. Based on the publicly available data, *11% of subjects treated with ATL1102 at a dose of 400 mg/week had a decrease in platelet counts below the 
Treatment period is defined as post first dose to last dose +10 days. a Confirmed event was defined as a consecutive abnormal laboratory value on next measurement after the initial observation. If there was no consecutive test to confirm, then the initial observation was presumed confirmed.
b Number of subjects with normal BSLN platelet counts and with post-BSLN values. Lowest confirmed category was reported for each subject. a Analysis was based on terms listed in the standard MedDRA query. Events reported under the system organ class, general disorders, and administration site conditions are reported in the appendix (Supplementary Table S11 ).
LLN, including one occurrence of platelet counts <75 K/mL. We conclude that these data, once again, demonstrate some sequence variability and that doses of 400 mg/week are more prone to result in reductions in platelets than lower doses.
Results from the current analyses of the ISDB have the following limitations. The trials used in one comparison (eg, >0-75 mg/week vs. placebo) were unlikely to be the same in another comparison (eg, >75-175 mg/week vs. placebo). Therefore, comparison of the effects was indirect and must be interpreted with caution. Important differences in trial characteristics (eg, duration, disposition of subjects) may exist and may have confounded any comparison. Long-term experience (>1 year) was derived from studies on mipomersen only.
For members of the 2¢MOE class, we have previously demonstrated that there are no generic class effects that are observed consistently across many sequences at similar doses. There are no class effects on the liver, kidney, cardiac, central nervous system, muscle, or bone marrow function [15] . We have also demonstrated that agents of this class do not have significant cytochrome P450-mediated or major transporter-mediated drug-drug interactions [21] . Moreover, broad therapeutic effects at doses with acceptable safety and tolerability have been demonstrated [17, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . The analysis of the ISDB provides information that can support thoughtful risk-benefit decisions, but obviously, conclusions about the generic characteristics of a chemical class cannot be expected to predict all observations for a specific sequence or a specific clinical setting.
More recent versions of 2¢MOE ASOs are subject to more intense screening during the drug discovery process. As a consequence, all 2¢MOE ASOs that entered development after mipomersen are two to four times more potent than mipomersen [2] . Thus, in future studies, one can contemplate using doses of 200 mg/week or lower in long-term studies. We believe that this will further enhance the risk-benefit of this class of drugs.
Importantly, numerous lines of evidence show that chemical modifications that might seem minor to scientists not intimate with the technology can have substantial effects on all pharmacological properties (for a review, see Crooke [30] and Vickers and Crooke [31] ). For example, 2¢-O-methylmodified ASOs are significantly less potent, more immune stimulatory, and associated with more frequent and severe adverse events than 2¢MOE ASOs [32] [33] [34] . Thus, extrapolation from 2¢MOE ASOs to other chemical classes of ASOs is inappropriate.
We are developing other chemical classes of ASOs that are substantially more potent than 2¢MOE ASOs, including 2¢-constrained ethyl (2¢cEt)-modified ASOs and multivalent Nacetylgalactosamine (GalNAc)-conjugated 2¢MOE and 2¢cEt ASOs [22] . We observe about a 10-fold increase in potency relative to 2¢MOE ASOs for cEt ASOs and, with respect to liver targets, about a 30-fold increase in potency for GalNAc 2¢MOE ASOs compared with the 2¢MOE class. We currently have four 2¢cEt-modified and eight GalNAc-conjugated 2¢MOE ASOs in development. As is being done for the 2¢MOE class, we plan to publish the integrated safety information on these chemical classes as they become available.
Making definitive predictions about the behavior of a specific 2¢MOE ASO based on the behavior of the chemical class is inappropriate. Different sequences may be identified that have specific adverse events and there can always be target or disease-related toxicities that must be assessed individually. However, such a database does provide useful information that supports more prudent decisions about development that can lead to lower risk for patients in clinical trials.
Conclusion
Evidence from randomized, placebo-controlled, and openlabel extension trials on sixteen 2¢MOE ASOs in normal human subjects and patients with a variety of disorders has demonstrated that as a class, 2¢MOE ASOs have resulted in no incidence of severe thrombocytopenia. However, mild self-limited reductions in platelet counts that have typically resulted in platelet levels above the LLN have been observed. More detailed analyses showed that the mild reductions in platelet counts were observed in trials on three of the 2¢MOE ASOs included in the ISDB, suggesting that some sequences may result in mild clinically insignificant platelet declines. Thus, the severe thrombocytopenia observed in the FCS and TTR amyloidosis phase 3 trials appears to be unique. Efforts to understand the causes of the severe thrombocytopenic events are progressing and will be the subject of future reports, but preliminary evidence suggests that the mechanisms accounting for these events differ and are related to each of the diseases studied.
